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As we complete this year, one of our busiest ever, we reflect on, primarily, the vast
numbers of animals saved and restored to health. It has not been an easy task nor
one taken lightly, but the rewards have been great both for us and our many patients.
All of our fantastic volunteers have extended themselves in order to perform
rescues, raise orphans, heal the wounded, and inevitably, release those ready to
return to the wild. On especially difficult cases, our beloved veterinarians have
provided necessary medical care and their expertise for which we are ever grateful.
By supporting our efforts, members have enabled us to provide the best of vaccines,
foods, and medications available for those in our care. Besides the hands-on
volunteers, we also have a few individuals who have built squirrel and raccoon bed
boxes, and feeders for us, which were desperately needed this fall. From Alice,
Ron, and Carol, and the baby squirrel in the photo, a heartfelt thanks goes out to
each of you.
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Arrivals and Releases
Gray Fox

The last of the gray foxes for the year was released after spending his “childhood” at the Center. He
was in excellent condition and absolutely breathtaking with his luxurious thick coat and bright eyes.
Prior to the release, all vaccines had been administered as well as parasitides for deworming.
These photos are of the single gray fox that came in for
care two months after the first five foxes were
admitted earlier this year. There was too much
disparity in their ages to add the latter one to the larger
group, but he progressed very well in care on his own.

American Bald Eagle

In September during the night, volunteers, Esther and Wallace Plummer, responded to a call
concerning a bald eagle on the ground in Geneva, FL. Using a ladder, Esther had to climb over
a fence in the dark which was pretty tricky, but she succeeded in grabbing the injured bird. After
transport, another volunteer, Lindy Williams, helped to remove maggots from the debilitated eagle,
administer fluids, and treat massive wounds to his wing. The following morning, Esther
transported the raptor to the Audubon Center for Birds of Prey, but unfortunately, he could not be
saved. Although we often can assess the condition of an animal as critical when admitted, we will
still make an effort to do all that we can for the patient’s comfort and well being.

Red Tailed Hawk

Yet another case which we could not save was an immature red tailed hawk that came from the
Mims area. A nice lady found him on the ground near her barn and was kind enough to drive him to
me in Christmas one Friday evening. When the poor bird arrived, I immediately could see that he
had a severe case of avian pox which can be fatal. Both of his feet were very swollen and he had
lesions on his face and around the bill. There is no cure for the disease which is caused by a virus,
but some birds do recover. I administered fluids and made sure that he was comfortable for the
night, but unfortunately, he died before morning. Even though we admit more than 1,500 patients
per year, we are saddened by any that cannot be saved because each life is precious to us. We will
help predator and prey animals without discrimination and love them all.
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Arrivals and Releases
Gray Squirrels

This year seemed as busy as last year with the large numbers of gray squirrels admitted for care.
Most were babies which had been found on the ground or those whose trees were cut down. In a
few cases, babies could be reunited with their mothers, but in many instances, the infants had come
out of their nests because the mother was no longer alive; and these needed immediate care. Our
rate of saving them, I am happy to report, remains extremely high. In the photos directly below are
a group of neonate babies-eyes still closed, right, and, left, a portrait of an older baby with his eyes
just recently opened at 4 weeks of age.

In the photo, below, left, a baby squirrel had sustained a fracture of the lower front leg. She was
found by a woman and her daughter walking on a sidewalk after school. Several other people saw
the baby squirrel on the ground covered in fire ants and walked past her. Thank goodness that the
baby was rescued by the kind lady who brushed the fire ants off and called me for help. Since she
was located in Port Saint John, I called upon Christine Roy, who resides there and is one of our
“squirrel moms”. Christine got the baby squirrel and brought her to me due to the leg fracture.
Over the next few weeks, I placed a Robert Jones bandage on the leg, then removed the bandage
for several hours every other day to assure that there was proper circulation. I also treated the fire
ant bites which covered the poor baby. This little squirrel was a tough fighter, and I am pleased
that when I removed the bandage for the last time, her leg had healed straight. Another little girl
squirrel orphan came in for care the same size, and they were placed together for company. The
little injured girl has full use of her leg and paw. I just love it when we succeed in cases like this. It
makes the 16 hour work days worthwhile. Photo right-a group of five aged 3 1/2 weeks.
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Arrivals and Releases
Southern Flying Squirrels

Of five flying squirrels currently in care, there are two which weighed only 7 grams when
admitted, a male and a female. Whenever possible, I fed them every two hours, except at night,
when I fed at 11 PM and 3 AM. It was a gruelling schedule, but the tiny babies did survive. They
were later joined by yet another flyer baby who was almost their size. A rigorous feeding schedule
demands great personal sacrifice, especially when there is only one caretaker, and the rule with me
is-no one else touches the tiny newborn flyers or gray squirrels!
We have also admitted for care a flyer that was almost 20 grams, and she only required only four
feedings per day-almost too easy. She was housed in a wire climbing cage with a knit hat as a bed
and did not require a heating pad at that stage of development. As a food source, we offer
sunflower seeds, shelled pecans, roasted, unsalted peanuts, and a variety of fruits and vegetables.
They relish cherry tomatoes, squash, pumpkin, apples, corn, grapes, pomegranates, and many
others. Their favorite item seems to be fresh acorns!

Above, right: Three weeks later, a third baby,
a male, joined the original two as they were
the same size-now 15 grams.

Above, left: The two infant flying squirrels
that weighed 7 grams when admitted for care

Left: The fourth baby was older
and almost 20 grams when she
came in for care. At that time,
the two tiny babies were only
10 grams and could not be
housed with her. She is housed
in a wire cage with a knit hat
for her bed and doing well.
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Arrivals and Releases
Yet another flyer came in as an adult that was injured in a mouse trap. She is recovering well, but
we must assess the outcome of her injured right, front leg to determine whether or not it regains
full mobility and whether she will be releasable. Even though this female was admitted as a full
grown adult, she allowed me to handle her without biting. I hand fed her squirrel formula three
times per day to assure that she was provided with extra nutrition while she heals. When she was
admitted, I stated that she looked to be pregnant, and on October 28, I noticed that she was
giving birth. I could see the tiny pink babies near her. Since that time, I have maintained a “hands
off” policy because I cannot risk upsetting the mother flyer fearing that she might then harm the
babies. Often, wild mother animals that are caged will kill their babies, so I have only briefly
checked on the family each day while providing all of the foods that flying squirrels love. By the
time that the next newsletter is written, the out come of this story will be known. While we have
had raccoons and gray squirrels give birth to young in our care, this is the first flying squirrel to
do so.
Turtles/Tortoises
Several turtles and gopher tortoises have arrived for care
due to car collisions. Remarkably, only one was a fatality
while all of the others were repaired and their lives saved.
Florida law used to allow developers to either pay to have
the tortoises removed from a building site or pay a fee “to
entomb” them, which meant bulldozing right over them in
their dens to slowly suffocate. As gopher tortoise
populations have been rapidly reducing in numbers, the law
was finally changed, and the tortoises now must be removed
alive from sites and relocated by a company licensed to do
so. It was a law long overdue. As if the rampant
development throughout the state were not enough, some
gopher tortoises have also been fighting a bacterial infection which is contagious and often fatal. They develop
respiratory symptoms, and unfortunately, once they
survive the disease, they may contract it again. Photo,
right, I patched the shell of this tortoise.

Songbirds

Although the season for baby songbirds has come to a close (below
right) we still receive baby mourning doves (below, left) almost all year
long. This is a baby mourning dove that recently came in for care.
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Arrivals and Releases
Raccoons

This year, we admitted more raccoons than ever before as well as more neonates. Each time a baby
raccoon became large enough to forego the 3AM feeding, sure enough, another newborn would
arrive for care within a day or two. I had been completing the 3 AM feedings since April, without
a break, and Ron decided that he would take over the task for me in September for awhile. He did
very well taking charge of a tiny raccoon and feeding her every four hours around the clock.
Meanwhile, all of our outdoor raccoon enclosures were full, and we had to utilize several cages and
hutches that previously were opossum or squirrel cages. My 86 year-old mom, Alice Kerr, has been
cleaning and feeding all of the raccoons outside twice per day. This has allowed Ron and me more
time to bottle feed the many squirrels and raccoons housed indoors. All of our devoted volunteers
have been equally as swamped with the numbers as we have been covering all raccoon calls for the
Central FL area since April.
Thankfully, we have begun to crawl out of the main baby seasons-baby birds have finished for the
year, the multitude of squirrel babies have slowed, opossums are done until next spring, and
raccoons are at a manageable level. Until late winter and spring, deer and otters are finished having
their young, but rabbits may appear at any time although more arrive in late spring. So it certainly
looks as though we have made it through, albeit weary and tired from it all.

Baby and juvenile raccoons at various stages
of development
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Arrivals and Releases
On October 13, while walking near the woods at the
rear of our property, Ron came across three baby
raccoons with no mother. The babies were too
young to be on their own and had an extreme case
of mange. He came to tell me about it, and we
returned to the area armed with a net and animal
carrier. There was no choice but to catch them and
bring them in for care and treatment; otherwise,
they were sure to die. We placed them in one of our
isolation areas, treated them for mange with
ivermectin, and gave them fluids from a baby
bottle, which they took readily. Later, we gave
them a bath to relieve the tormenting itching and
to remove dead skin. I jokingly told some of our
volunteers that we did not have enough raccoons in
care; so Ron and I captured three more! This came
at a time when we already were bottle-feeding 15
babies. The three weighed in at a pound and a
quarter, and Ron took on the task of bottle feeding
them four times per day.
These photos on the right and above,
were taken on October 28, two weeks
after they were admitted for care. The
tails were bald, and their coats still very
sparse; the poor things were not going to
win any beauty contests, but,
nevertheless, we love them just the same
as any others. Photo below-a healthy
juvenile raccoon is held by Ron Hardee.
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Arrivals and Releases
A peafowl from afar

This newly hatched peafowl was found without a mother hen in
St. Petersburg, FL. When the very nice people called me, I told
them that I was across the state and do not take in
exotics but know someone (Hans Wysoki) who had some
peafowl and could take the chick. They offered to drive all the
way here, which they did. The next day, I brought the baby to
its new home where it spent some time in an incubator set up
with another baby. Two weeks later, these orphans were
successfully placed under a mother peahen at night while she
had her own baby underneath her, and by morning, she had
accepted the new young as her own.

An Eagle Scout Soars
Jeremy Davis completed his eagle badge by building squirrel bed and feed boxes as well as
climbing cages for our Center. He is a member of troop 78, and we are so very pleased that he
chose to do this work for us. In the photo below, Ron and I are moving the boxes with Jeremy
to be stored in our barn until use. The project involved holding fund raisers so that the materials
could be purchased, planning the work involved, and organizing the troop to complete the actual
labor to build the items. We are so grateful to receive the needed help!
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

Ethel Huggins & Leslie Johnson of
Orange County

Wayne Hardee recently hung some outdoor
squirrel bed boxes to replace those which
had fallen apart after years of use.

Jack Hardee worked on our computer. He resides
in North Carolina

Terry White was pleased to accept
some baby raccoons that needed
her loving care. She is in Orange
County.
Ron Hardee & Ken Burnham prepared for a raccoon
release.
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

Alden Hardee & Alice Kerr joked about
their height difference so Alice stood on a
crate and was still a head shorter.

Jennifer Rosenfeldt got 2 babies to raise. She
is in Volusia County.
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Lindy Williams came by for some
supplies.

James Johnson came to help release raccoons.

Wildlife Center Volunteers

Esther & Wallace Plummer brought some
raccoons that were ready for an outdoor
cage.

Jack & Sandy Juba help to transport in
Brevard County for us.
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Gail Harris received some baby birds to
raise. She is in Seminole County.

Bob & Iris Reynolds rescue and raise
baby squirrels for us in Volusia County.

Wildlife Center Volunteers

Dr. Jane Fishman Leon made a new friend here.

Joanne & Nap Salvail raise baby
squirrels where they live in Brevard County.

Dr. David Jourdenais helped to save a neonate
raccoon that was very ill.

Jennifer Odum helps to raise baby
raccoons, squirrels, and opossums for the
Center.
Tom Capellini recently helped out with our chores.
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

UCF college student, Reid Nevins, recently
volunteered-here he was painting squirrel
boxes.

Kelly Duboise & Brook Arnez are also
squirrel moms in Orange County.

Christine Roy raises gray squirrels for us
in Brevard County.

Carol Hardee & baby otter
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

Johnny Metcalf & Ron Hardee ready for a
raccoon release.

Alice Kerr volunteers at the Center 7 days per
week, 365 days per year.
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We refer some exotic species to Hans Wysoki.

Donna Holly-yet another squirrel mom in
Orange County.

Wish List
Foods: Dry Pedigree, Purina, or Science Diet Puppy food, unsalted, roasted peanuts, shelled
or unshelled pecans, wild bird and sunflower seeds, any brands of dry or canned dog and cat
food. The squirrels love acorns, but you cannot store acorns in plastic bags -paper bags can be
used.
Supplies for baby animal care: infant “receiving blankets”, fleece fabric (can be purchased
at Joanne’s Fabrics), which is used to make sleeping hammocks, stuffed toy animals and hard
plastic toys for the raccoons
General Supplies: Copy paper, glossy photo paper
Cleaning supplies: paper towels-we use Viva to wipe the baby raccoons, unscented laundry
detergent, heavy duty trash bags with ties, Charmin bathroom tissue, liquid dish soap, liquid
hand soap, zip-lock, gallon size storage bags, kitchen trash bags with ties
Monetary Donations are always necessary to supply the vaccines, foods, formulas, and
equipment required to “do the job.” We really appreciate all of our wonderful members who
have supported this work-without you, we could not succeed in rehabilitating so many lives.
Please help us to continue our efforts.
The Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida is an IRS registered 501(c)3 organization. All donations are tax
deductible. A copy of the official registration and financial information may be obtained from the Division of Consumer Services by calling toll free within the state, 1-800-435-7352.. This does not imply endorsement or approval by
the state of Florida. Tax exempt # 59-3130774

If you include the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida in your will, please be
sure to use the legal name and address of our Center as listed in this newsletter. This is very
important as we have recently been involved in a legal battle when a long-time member failed
to list our exact name in her will. We do not know what the outcome will be at this time, but
we are hoping for the best.

In Memory of Charly Ketchum from his partner of 30 years, Frank White.
Charly took care of our web site for many years-he designed it, updated it
quarterly, and was a valuable member of our Center. He is greatly missed by
all who knew him, including his little dog, Foster.
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Thank You To The Following:
We wish to thank dear friends of the wildlife,
Wayne and Linda Boyd, for their kind and generous support
over many years.
We thank the wonderful staff of Disney’s Animal Kingdom- Hospital Manager,
Lori Grady, and all of the DAK animal keepers, interns, and veterinarians who
assist the wildlife. Our friends at DAK have done so much to help us and to
support our efforts to restore the lives of the injured and orphaned.
A thanks goes to the following vets and their staff: Dr. Jane Fishman Leon; Geneva Oaks
Animal Hospital-Dr. David Jourdenais, who has assisted us for 20 years; Countryside Vet
Clinic-Dr. Amy Charlton; East Orlando Animal Hospital-Dr. Kerry Jackson, Dr. Pultz -Town
& Country Animal Hospital, and the vets and staff at Boggy Creek Animal Hospital. All of
these dedicated veterinarians and their wonderful staff have assisted the Wildlife Center in
many ways-thank you for caring.
Thank you to the staff of Sea World, Orlando, for their assistance in accepting injured water
birds, cranes, and turtles for treatment.
Thanks, Publix on Alafaya Trail at Eastwood for the fresh produce, BJs Lake Underhill for
the bakery items, and thank you to long time friends at Winn Dixie for the dog and cat foods.
We wish to thank the Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation for their support over the years.
We appreciate your kind help.
Thank you Jeanie Galloway, a very good friend who sends boxes of wish list items to us, which
we can always use for all in care.
A thank you goes out to the officers of the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
for their caring and concern in protecting the wild animals that we love.
A Big Thank You to Osceola and Seminole County Animal Control staff who have gone above
and beyond in saving the lives of so many injured and orphaned wildlife. They have worked
very closely with our volunteers, and we appreciate all that they have done for us and for the
animals.
We wish to thank Sue Small and all of the wonderful staff at the Florida Wildlife Hospital in
Melbourne, FL, for accepting animal patients from us when we reached the breaking point.
A huge thank you goes to David White, Alden Hardee, Tom Capellini, and Marshal Wolfe for
making much needed squirrel bed boxes. We had been patching up old ones to the point that
there were more patches than original box. Marshal also made some new feeder boxes for the
squirrels and bed boxes for the raccoons. We appreciate this so much and so do the animals.
We thank the Lyon family-Stephanie, Pete, Michael, and Mathew for helping to prepare the
newsletters for mailing.
We want to thank CPA, Michelle Wacker for keeping our corporate records and monthly
receipts up to date for us as well as filing our annual IRS report.
Thanks to Johnny Metcalf, James Johnson, and Ken Burnham for assisting us with releases.
You have helped us so much, and we do appreciate it.
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Thank You To The Following:
Wildlife Center Volunteers
Our wildlife caregivers, who field phone calls, are vaccinated for rabies
prevention, care for a wide variety of species, and transport as needed: Bill and Leslie Johnson,
Lindy and Lindsay Williams, Jennifer Rosenfeldt, Stacy Russo, Stacy Russo, Terry White,
Jennifer Odum, Thressa Jones, Beth Reittinger, and Esther & Wallace Plummer. Thanks!
On site helpers, Ethel Huggins, Alice Kerr, Reid Nevins, and Tom Capellini.
Wildlife Caregivers, who specialize in one or two species: Squirrels: Terry Beckett,
Kelly Duboise and her mom, Brook Arnez, Donna Holly, Nap & Joanne Salvail, Bob and Iris
Reynolds, Christine & Brian Roy, Wendy Murdock, Erika Weiss, Judy Bangs,
Elissa McQuarrie, & Helen Schmid (baby bunnies and squirrels)
A big THANKS also to the volunteer transporters: Wayne Koladey, Frankie Thompson,
Jack & Sandy Juba, Louanne Smith, & Melanie Freire.
We wish to thank Ron’s brother, Jack Hardee, and nephew,
Larry Hardee, for helping us with the web site and for all of the help with our computer.
Ron and I would like to thank our son, Wayne Hardee, and grandson, Alden Hardee, for
their help completing repairs, cage cleaning, and many projects here on site.
We owe a special word of thanks to Gail Harris for raising songbirds for the Center under
our permits. Unless you have personally raised a baby bird from hatchling to release, you
cannot know of the work and sacrifice that it demands.
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BECOME A MEMBER — Members receive the newsletter for one year. Issues full of stories and updates on all
of your wild animal friends! Donations of $50+ also receive a beautiful 8x10 full-color photo, suitable for framing.

Please notify us of address changes-bulk mail is not forwarded to you or returned to us. ***
Your membership expiration date is listed on your mailing label. ***Thanks for your support!

 Individual ($20)
 Family ($25)
 Business ($100 - $999)
 Corporate ($1000+)
 Other $_____________
2013 Newsletter
Thank you for your support!

Please fill in the following if the newsletters are to be mailed to an address different from that on your check:
NAME ____________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS___________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida (or WRC)
MAIL TO: 21117 Reindeer Road, Christmas, FL 32709 PHONE: 407-568-3200
Or Join on line at our website by using a credit card payment. Donations are tax deductible.

